CCC Agenda
April 7th, 3:00–4:30pm
Filippi Academic Hall 205
1. Upcoming CCC Meetings.
• April 7th, Filippi Academic Hall 205 3:00-4:30pm
• April 21st, BJW 213 3:00-4:30pm
• May 5th, Filippi Academic Hall 205 3:00-4:30pm
2. Updates and Open Items
(a) Year End Celebration
(b) Jan Term 2016
The Jan Term Committee has completed its consideration of travel course. Following
past practice, Elena, Zach and Jim will be meeting on April 9th to read these proposals
to evaluate their fitness for Engaging the World goals.
(c) Deadlines for Community Engagement courses
Starting this spring we (the college) are requiring Community Engagement courses to
be ready to go before registration begins, with the goal of preventing late rescinding of
designation (which has led to unhappinesses). This spring the deadline is April 15th.
Sarah Dempsey and Jim are coordinating this.
(d) Ranked Teaching in Collegiate Seminar and January Term: At Senate
Failed to appear on 3/25 or 4/8 agendas. Jim has been in discussion with the Directors
of Jan Term and Collegiate Seminar about next steps.
(e) Designation Renewals
Is on 4/13 UEPC agenda. Do we want to submit a non-draft proposal? (See attachments.)
(f) LEAP
a) Kines 17 (for Scientific Understanding), Capstone Course (for Community Engagement), revised “The Bible and its Interpretations” (for The Common Good) still need
to be submitted and considered.
b) Approval process for G. &P. S. classes unclear. As opposed to the UEPC, the GPSEPC
doesn’t have the authority to consider and approve courses, only programs. Jim believes
this issue is under discussion between the Senate and GPSEPC.
(g) Integral
(Review: The classes of 2016 and 2017 need to complete the Integral curriculum and
Community Engagement. Starting 2018 Integral students must complete the ‘full’
Core. The CCC has previously determined which Core ‘credits’ students earn during each of their first four semesters in the Integral Program. And what additional
credits students earn by completing the full eight semesters. The missing requirements
are American Diversity, Global Perspectives, Community Engagement and both Social/Historical/Cultural Understandings.)
Elena, Jennifer and Jim have discussed the AD, GP and SHCU situations, and Jim has
been in electronic conversation with Director Cortright.
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(h) Incorporation of Languages into Global Perspective
To be on the UEPC’s 4/13 agenda.
(i) CE Issues
Zach and Jim will be meeting with CILSA to discuss issues that have arisen. These may
appear on our 4/21 agenda.
(j) Risk Assessment
(Review: Intended for use when classes go o↵-campus to participate with ‘partners’ who
are incapable of having insurance. Has been working its way through the system since
December 2013.) Still working its way through system.
3. Discussion Item: Summer Orientation
The purpose, and so structure, of the summer orientations continue to evolve. For summer
2015, students will be placed into all of their classes after the orientation, and this placement
will be based on the “pre-enrollment student questionnaires” (PEQ), which students will now
complete after the orientation.
What, then, should be in the academic session? These are an hour long, with about 30
students, with about six simultaneous sessions. The goals for this are(??): Explain the basic
structure of SMC curriculum (4-1-4, seminar, jan term). Talk about what the first year looks
like - depth, breadth, combination of establish/prospective interested, SMC goals. Explain
purpose of the PEQ, so some of what’s in it, why/how fill it out. More generally, what is
college, what do they have to look forward to, what things will they be doing, learning vs
finding a job.
What is in the presentation? Who should deliver them?
(First-years: 6/24, 6/27, 7/2, 8/24. Transfers: 8/13, 8/14)
4. Discussion Item: WASC Report and Assessment
Overall the 3/6/2015 WASC Commission Action Letter (attached) was very positive, with a
record long (for SMC) nine-year accreditation renewal. There is, however, a follow-up visit
in 2018–19 focusing on assessment.
The WASC visiting team determined that we must develop “a practical and sustainable
assessment plan (such as rubrics, assignments, plans for collection of artifacts, related faculty
training and administrative support)”. The Commission endorsed this, and has requested a
fall 2018 report on the “completion, adoption, and implementation of assessment plans for the
core curriculum and core competencies”(page 4). (SMC has identified our core competencies
as the ones in the core curriculum, so these are really one and the same.) In fact, the
expectation is that by this time “assessment plans for the core curriculum and competencies
will be completed, adopted, and implemented, with evidence of changes being made as a
result of the findings (page 3)”.
Given the content of the letter generally, Jim interprets these sections to be significant criticism of the CCC’s work toward core assessment. Considering our current situation, it will be
very challenging to design and implement new assessment plans that must result in evidence
of “curricular improvements and better teaching” by spring 2018.
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James Sauerberg <jsauerbe@stmarysca.edu>

Re: April 13th UEPC meeting
1 message
kfporter@mindspring.com <kfporter@mindspring.com>
ReplyTo: kfporter@mindspring.com
To: James Sauerberg <jsauerbe@stmarysca.edu>

Fri, Apr 3, 2015 at 1:31 AM

Hi Jim,
You sent the UEPC a draft proposal back in Sept. which we never voted on. Then you sent Bob and I an email
with some clarifications.
So if you would like to now submit a (nondraft) proposal you should do by Wed. otherwise we will vote on the
draft proposal with attachment.
Kathy

Original Message
From: James Sauerberg
Sent: Apr 2, 2015 5:33 PM
To: Kathy Porter
Subject: Re: April 13th UEPC meeting
Hi Kathy
I will be there.
I don't understand the part about submitting a nondraft proposal. Could you please elaborate?
Jim
On Thu, Apr 2, 2015 at 5:08 PM, Kathy Porter <kporter@stmarysca.edu> wrote:
Dear Jim,
We have you scheduled for 4:50 pm on April 13th when we will consider the Proposal for change in
the Global Perspectives by the CCC.
At 5:10 we will be discussing redesignation of courses by CCC. We will have a proposal. People are
working on it and I will get it to you when it is finished. Most likely we will also vote on your draft
proposal and subsequent email you sent us unless you wish to submit a proposal which is not a draft
to us prior to Wed. April 8th. This might be a good idea to lay out the entire plan.
Sincerely,
Kathy Porter
UEPC
ViceChair


******************************
Jim Sauerberg
Professor, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science

SMC$Core$Curriculum$$
Designation$Renewal$Proposal$$
Draft$of$September$9th$2014$

$
Rationale:"The"Core"Curriculum"Committee"(CCC)"has"designated"courses"for"the"Core"since"
2011+12."We"have"always"maintained"that"these"designations"were"for"an"indefinite"length,"
and," much" like" Program" Reviews," would" eventually" need" to" be" redone" in" some" form." We"
believe"next"year,"2015+16,"is"the"time"to"begin"the"“designation"renewal”"process."
"

The" current" designation" process" focuses" on" how" instructors" propose" to" teach" future"
iterations"of"their"course."Renewal"reports"are"intended"to"concentrate"on"what"instructors"
have, done" in" previous" versions" of" their" course." This" should" make" the" process" far" less"
speculative,"with"proposals"largely"consisting"of"material"instructors"have"already"created.""
"

Proposed$Process:$
1) Renewals"are"expected:"
• when"the"learning"goal"language"changes,""
• when"the"Catalog"language"for"the"course"changes,"or""
• every"4"years,"whichever"comes"first"(with"reasonable"adjustments"for"workload).""
"

2) The"CCC"will"maintain"a"schedule"showing"which"courses"are"to"be"renewed"in"any"given"
year,"attempting"to"not"overly"impact"any"particular"Working"Group"or"department."We"
intend" to" be" in" dialog" with" the" departments" and" programs" to" try" to" spread" the" work"
across"the"years.""
"

3) The"Renewal"Report"will"consist"of""
• Cover"sheet"of"information"+"course"name,"proposer,"goal,"etc."(much"like"the"
proposal"now)"
• Affirmations"that"department"feels"the"Learning"Outcomes"(LO's)"are"still"
appropriate"for"class,"that"it"will"oversee"that"LO's"are"taught"in"all"sections"of"the"
course"in"a"reasonably"uniform"way,"and"that"it"will"participate"in"assessment"when"
asked.""
• All"syllabi"from"all"section"from"the"last"two"semesters."(Or"syllabi"from"the"two"
most"recent"semesters"the"course"was"taught.""
• Explanation"as"to"how"the"department's"process"for"ensuring"(relatively)"consistent"
learning"outcomes"across"multiple"sections"of"this"class,"which"includes"all"
instructors"and"likely"multiple"years,"is"used"or"adapted"to"ensure"common"learning"
of"Core"LO’s.""
• Some"(all?"only"the"best?)"faculty"assignments"and"prompts"that"illustrate"how"
students"are"being"asked"to"show"their"mastery"of/development"toward"the"LO's."
(N.B."not"the"student"work,"only"the"faculty"prompt."The"student"work"may"be"
collected"as"part"of"assessment.)"
• Description"of"significant"changes"in"the"course"since"it"was"last"considered"by"the"
CCC."This"may"include"explaining"how"the"results"of"recent"Learning"Goal"
assessments"have"been"incorporated"into"the"course"(if"available)."
"

4) The"review"process"would"be"modeled"on"the"current"one."Renewal"Reports"would"be"
due"October"1st.""They"would"go"first"to"the"Working"Group's,"who"will"recommend"to"
the"CCC"for"final"decision."Participating"would"be"required"for"continued"designation."

CCC"

"www.stmarys+ca.edu/core+curriculum+committee"

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Robert Gorsch
Jim Sauerberg
October 8, 2014
Designation Renewals

Hi Bob and Kathy
At our meeting yesterday, the Core Curriculum Committee discussed our Designation Renewals
proposal. In general the members of the CCC understand the struggles the UEPC had with the
proposal, as they had expressed many of those same concerns during the several meetings it took
to generate the proposal. The CCC does, however, remain confident that some sort of Renewal
process is necessary, and hopes that the UEPC will reconsider the one we recommended. I was
asked to reach out 'informally' to you about this.
The CCC members are not wedded to the particular details, and would welcome whatever
improvements the UEPC feels best. In particular, CCC members mentioned
1) Putting the form online. So the 'questions' could be filled out in a web form, and the various
documents could be easily uploaded.
2) Allowing for some flexibility based on frequency of teaching, so that courses taught with
multiple sections every semester have somewhat different timelines than those taught only
occasionally. (We did feel determining the particular timeline was our responsibility, and the
specifics didn't necessarily need to be in the proposal.)
3) Making the "explain any changes in the course" question more prominent.
Please let me know if there is any additional information I could provide.
Jim
-******************************
Jim Sauerberg
Professor, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
Chair, Core Curriculum Committee
Phone: 925-631-4248
Saint Mary's College, Moraga CA
http://math.stmarys-ca.edu/Faculty/JS/jsindex.html
*******************************
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